Introduction
There are many papers on the gas bubble motion in the liquid [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , but the problem has not been completely recognized so far. The process of bubble formation and distribution of the forces influencing them is very complicated. Moreover, a numerical analysis of the bubble motion must include motion of the liquid carrying the bubbles, or its motion caused by the bubble motion. Because of complexity of those motions and the forming turbulences, experiments are often necessary if we want to evaluate the bubble behaviour.
The gas bubble motion is relatively complex and it strongly depends on distribution of forces acting to the moving bubble. Fig. 1 shows a basic system of forces acting to the bubble moving upward in a stationary liquid. Depending on the bubble size and shape, participation of particular forces varies. In a consequence, trajectories of motion of the bubbles moving in a liquid can be irregular, the bubbles often join or disintegrate.
Bubble velocity is influenced by four basic forces: the hydrostatic lift force (directed upward) F w , the resisting force F v and the inertial force F b , oppositely directed to the motion direction, and the Magnus force F M generating as a result of gas circulation inside the bubble and the liquid flowing around it. The resisting and inertial forces can be often distributed into two components: one conforming with the flow direction, and the other -transverse to the flow direction. 
where g acceleration of gravity, m/s 2 , V p volume of the bubble, m 3 ,  g , density of the gas, kg/m 3 ,  c density of the liquid, kg/m 3 . A general relationship for the resisting force F v is written as: 
where the Eötvösa Eo and Reynolds numbers Re were defined as:
where  c coefficient of surface tension of the liquid, N/m, d p diameter of the bubble, N/m,  c liquid viscosity, Pa  s.
Determination of the resistance coefficient C D for the bubbles continuously changing their shapes is not easy; it is often impossible to define it precisely. Akio Tomiyama [6] proposed an expression for approximate determination of C D , dependent on the liquid impurity. Eq. (3) concerns a pure liquid, Eq. (4) is for a little impure liquid. Eq. (5) is formulated for an impure liquid. The author thinks that Eq. (4) should be applied for municipal water because it should be understood as contaminated by mineral compounds. Eq. (3) can be applied only in the case of water which was distilled many times. This example illustrates complexity of the considered problem and difficulties in precise determination of the resistance coefficient because it is not possible to include all the factors influencing its value.
The moving bubble puts the surrounding liquid in motion, in a consequence the inertial force is generated. The inertial force can be determined as a half of volume of the bubble of density of the surrounding liquid [7] . It can be written as:
The Magnus force generates the bubble motion in transverse direction. It is a result of pressure difference at the opposite ends of the bubble (points A and B). The Magnus force can be calculated according to the Bernoulli equation. Thus, the carrying force can be written as [7, 8] :
where v r rotational speed of the bubble, m/s. The above equation includes rotational speed v r connected with gas circulation inside the bubble. Such circulation is dependent on both dimensions and shapes of the bubbles. Precise determination of the speed is very difficult or even impossible. Thus, in the case of the bubble motion the Magnus force is determined from empirical relationships [6, 8] .
From the above considerations it appears that theoretical determination of the bubble motion trajectory is often impossible. Thus, it is necessary to complete theoretical considerations with the experimental results. The paper presents a measuring method and the measurement results for the air bubbles moving in a motionless water.
The test stand
Structure of the test stand is shown in Fig. 2 . The basic element is a vertical column 1 (0.2 × 0.2 × 1.5 m), containing water. The system of mirrors contains four mirrors located at the angle 2 × 45°, 2 × 22.5°. It allows to obtain images of the column from two sides of exposure synchronized at time. Such solution allows to register an image with only one camera, so difficult synchronization of images is not required and reconstruction becomes easier.
An image from the camera is used for determination of a spatial velocity distribution. The successive frames allow to determine a sense and a value of the vector of the moving bubble velocity, thus determination of the motion trajectory is possible. Volume and surface are calculated by approximation of the bubble shapes by known geometrical figures. (Fig. 3, b) [9] .
A shape of a moving bubble was continuously varying at time, so the center of mass was assumed as the reference point for determination of the bubble path. From the tomograph we obtain two images of the bubble seen from two sides, so the center of mass is determined for each image separately (Fig. 4) . Determination of coordinates x c and y c of the center of mass is realized according to the following relationship.
where: A p area of one pixel of the image, x i , y i coordinates of the i-th pixel.
Fig. 4 Idea of determination of the bubble center of mass
Centres of mass along the axis Z for two bubble images can be a little different. Thus, the averaged value was assumed for z x and z y z x and z y .
Velocity of the moving bubble can be determined from the shift vector in the successive frames of the image at the known time resulting from a number of frames per second. The velocity is expressed as:
where: x n , y n , z n coordinates of the centre of mass for the nth frame of the image, x n-1 , y n-1 , z n-1 coordinates of the centre of mass for the n-1 frame, t k time between the successive frames. The bubble shapes were approximated by ellipsoid. It is realized during reconstruction based on determination of ellipsoid diameters and points of contact (A, B, C) of ellipsoid with sides of the prism circumscribed on the ellipsoid (Fig. 5) [10] . 
The test results
Tests of the gas bubble flow in the aeration column were performed for various gas streams flowing from the nozzle 2 mm in diameter. In the case of very small gas streams (Fig. 6 ) bubble motion performs along a screw line, it causes a continuous change of shapes and spatial positions of the bubbles. From the above results it appears that even very small bubbles not always remain spherical. Volumes of the moving bubbles are similar, however greater bubbles move much closer to the gas core and they strongly influence the liquid circulation. The liquid circulation influences motion of the bubbles moving near the core. Trajectories of the bubbles inside the gas core are more similar to the straight line than those occurring far from the gas core. In the case of small gas streams joining or disintegration of the bubbles cannot be observed. Differences in volume of the bubbles can be seen only during their formation. In the case of greater gas streams (Fig. 7) , velocity of the moving bubbles and their number in the gas core strongly increase. Moreover, joining of the bubbles can be a result of their collision. Like in the case of small streams, there are single bubbles, trajectory of which is a little distant from the gas core. It is a result of a more intense circulation of the liquid caused by the bubble motion and in a consequence the bubbles get into the gas core. Thus, a number of small bubbles moving far from the gas core is much smaller. Turbulences in the gas core cause that diameter of the core begins to pulse, and in a consequence the core becomes conical. A high number of bubbles of very small volumes is present near very big bubbles. The small bubbles outside the gas core behave similarly like those in the case of lower flow rates. Resistances of motion cause large deformation of the shape even when the trajectory remains screw. Fig. 8 Reconstruction of the bubble motion trajectories for gas streams 11 cm 3 /s
In the case of greater gas streams turbulences in the gas core increase significantly (Fig. 8) . Then, the gas core becomes to oscillate around the vertical axis of the column. Let us notice that greater bubbles move as a group, and smaller bubbles separate from the circulating group and move along independent paths up to the moment when they got to the circulating core again. Numerous bubbles join together, or form greater agglomerates and move as a group of mixing bubbles. Big bubbles often divide into some smaller ones. There are many interactions between the moving bubbles because of a great number of bubble and higher velocities of motion of the bubbles moving in the neighbourhood. Strong mutual interaction between the bubbles can be observed, so their motion is disturbed, in practice there is no free motion of the bubbles. Increase of the gas stream causes increase of intensity of gas core circulation and, in a consequence, increase of its diameter.
In the case of big gas streams we can notice groups of bubbles (Fig. 9) . In such groups, the bubbles always join or divide. Shapes of such bubbles are irregular and they are subjected to fast deformations. In a group of big bubbles we can often notice the moving small bubbles of diameter similar to a ball. They form as a result of disintegration of greater bubbles. Let us notice occurrence of a great number of small bubbles both inside and outside of the gas core centre. Greater bubbles move in groups so the flow becomes pulsating. The flow is very turbulent, the bubbles move very fast, so their joining and divisions are intense. Influence of big bubbles is so strong that smaller bubbles in their neighbourhood move along the trajectories similar to the trajectory of the moving big bubble. Downward motion of short duration can be also observed -it concerns small bubbles. Such phenomenon can be usually seen when a very small bubble forms as a result of disintegration of a big bubble. Turbulences of a liquid generated as a result of such division cause that a motion direction of a small bubble changes, and forces connected with turbulence of the liquid are relatively high, and the bubble begins to move in the opposite direction to the force of the hydrostatic lift. Fig. 9 Reconstruction of the bubble motion trajectories for gas streams 39 cm 3 /s
Tests of the bubble motion trajectories
The author tested how a shape of the bubble motion trajectories changes for different dimensions. Przeprowadzono badania jak zmienia się kształt trajektorii ruchu pęcherzyków of the bubbles. Fig. 10 presents the results obtained for the bubbles moving in a stationary liquid. The images of each bubble were presented in two views: end view and from above of its motion axis. The bubbles of small diameters (from 3 to 10 mm) move along a screw line. Since all the turbulences of the liquid strongly influence the motion, the trajectories are not always regular screw lines. As the bubble diameter increases, velocity of the bubble increases, and the radius of its motion trajectory curvature decreases. The bubbles of diameters from 10 to 20 mm are characterized by a small screw motion with distinct oscillations of the bubbles. Their shape is similar to a flattened ellipsoid. Circulations around the axis cause increase of the motion resistances, and velocity of the bubbles decreases. Observing the bubble views from above we can see that curvature of the screw line is similar to the bubble diameter. Big bubbles of diameters more than 20 mm do not move along the screw line but they move along the zig-zag line, however they still oscillate around their axes.
Motion of small bubbles is strongly influenced by circulation of the liquid. For small bubble diameters (4 to 7 mm), when they move far from the gas core they behave similarly like in the stationary liquid. Their trajectories have screw shapes. As they are more close to the gas core centre, their velocities increase and the radius of trajectory curvature decreases. As the gas stream from the jet increases, trajectory of small bubbles becomes more rectilinear. It means that the bubble motion is determined by the liquid motion in the gas core.
The bubbles of diameters 15 to 20 mm are less dependent on changes of the motion trajectory depending on a distance from the gas core. Only the motion velocity caused by the liquid motion changes. 
Tests of interactions between the moving bubbles
Interactions between the bubbles strongly influence their motion and the moving direction. The interaction can cause changes of the motion trajectory resulting from the liquid swirl caused by motion of the other bubbles, or can lead to their joining or division. For gas streams less than 2.5 cm 3 /s, joining or disintegration of the bubbles is not observed, we can notice only mutual disturbances of motion caused by the liquid swirl. As the gas stream increases, disintegration becomes more intense.
Independently on the gas stream, disintegration of the bubbles is usually caused by joining of two bubbles of similar dimensions moving in the neighbourhood with similar velocities. As volume of the bubble increases, we obtain higher resistances of motion and turbulences caused by motion of the big bubble, greater forces acting to the bubble cause division of the bubble into some smaller ones. This process is shown in Fig. 11 . It contains some stages: at first, the bubble is divided into two parts, and after some time the two parts are divided into more parts. The forming bubbles are often smaller than the primary bubble. It is a result of big turbulences of the liquid while dividing near the bubble, the Magnus force is generated and its direction changes very fast. Such unstationary and greater distribution causes division of the bubble.
Disintegration can be also caused by collision of one big and one small bubble, where the small bubble moves much quickly (Fig. 12) . Since a volume of the small bubble is much more smaller, it cannot cause such big increase of the bubble volume resulting in division previously described. In such a case, disintegration is caused by disturbance of air circulation inside the bubble. Air motion in big bubbles causes reduction of the Magnus force, so big bubbles in free motion move with much less oscillations than small bubbles. However, disturbance of circulation The bubble disintegration can be also caused by increase of the bubble motion velocity resulting from increase of the force of hydrostatic lift caused by increase of the bubble volume (Fig. 13) . This process begins with collision of the big and small bubbles. Velocity of the small bubble is relatively low, and it does not cause such a big change of air circulation inside the bubble, so disintegration does not take place. However, increase of the bubble volume caused by joining with the smaller bubble cannot be neglected and velocity of the bubble motion begins to increase. In a consequence, the force of resistance increases and causes the bubble flattening and next its disintegration. Let us notice that the disintegrating bubbles are influenced by transverse forces causing that the distance between new bubbles becomes greater. From many observations it appears that transverse forces are proportional to volume of the moving bubble. In the case of big gas streams we can observe formation of very big bubbles (Fig. 14) . Increase of the bubble velocity causes disintegration of the bubble from the same reasons as those presented in Fig. 8 , a. However in this case the transverse forces occurring while disintegrating are big and the bubble divides into some smaller ones, usually two similar bubbles and the third one is much smaller. The small bubble forming as a result of disintegration of the big bubble changes its motion direction very quickly and becomes more distant from the gas core. Big acceleration can be observed during the first phase of that process (Fig. 15) . The forming small bubbles often cause further divisions in a consequence of collisions with other big bubbles.
The described phenomena causing bubble disintegration are usually continuous, and many of them proceed at the same time. Thus, continuous mixing of the moving bubbles (Fig. 16) . Depending on the gas stream, the area occupied but such a group of bubbles enlarges. Determination of the dominating reason of the bubble disintegration is difficult. 
Conclusion
Typical behaviours of gas bubbles moving in water were considered. It appears that the motion character is complex, and many interactions can be seen. Such situation is influenced by many factors, it is often not possible to determine them in theoretical considerations. Works on determination of typical mechanisms of gas bubble disintegration should be helpful in elaboration of theoretical models describing motion and interactions between the moving bubbles. This problem is important from the point of view of mass exchange and determination of aeration intensity in many fields of chemical industry, sewage treatment or extractive industry. The paper presents considerations on motion of a group of air bubbles. Special attention has been paid to interactions between them. The author presents the test stand structure and the idea of image tomograph used for measurements of bubble motion trajectories. The results of measurements have been presented in a three-dimensional space, and next characteristic behaviours of the moving bubbles were analyzed. Some basic mechanisms of the gas bubble division have been classified. Keywords: bubble interaction, two-phase flow measurement, imaging tomography.
